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Introduction  

AMEC appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback to the Department of Industry, Tourism and 

Trade on the Territory Economic Reconstruction Report and options for regulatory reform.  AMEC 

looks forward to being able to contribute to streamlining the approvals process to increase the 

investment attractiveness of the Territory.   

About AMEC 

The Association of Mining and Exploration Companies (AMEC) is a leading national industry 

association representing over 460 members from all around Australia. Our members are explorers, 

emerging miners, producers, and a wide range of businesses working in and for the industry; we have 

30 member companies actively exploring, mining, and developing projects in the Northern Territory. 

Mineral exploration and mining make a critical contribution to Australia’s economy, directly employing 

over 256,800 people. In 2020/21 Industry generated a record high $301 billion in mining exports, 

invested $3.2 billion in exploration expenditure to discover the mines of the future, and collectively 

paid over $39.3 billion in royalties and taxes.  

 

The TERC Report 

In November 2020, the Territory Economic Reconstruction Commission (TERC) published its final 

report highlighting the rapid development that is required to achieve the Government’s ambitious goal 

of a $40 billion economy by 2030. 

Mineral exploration and mining were acknowledged as the greatest opportunity to achieve the goals 

centred around jobs and growth.  The pipeline of potential projects, coupled with strong global 

demand, led to the Report’s target to open two new mines in the next two years, and five new mines 

in the next five years.  Since the release of the TERC Report, no new mines have opened, and one 

mine has ceased operations.  AMEC considers that full commitment from Government, Industry and 

stakeholders to the actions and recommendations of the TERC Report will bring significant benefits to 

the Territory. 

The objectives highlighted under “Regulatory Framework” outline what should be the target for the 

Government through these reforms.  The report notes an “easy place to do business, while 

maintaining truly necessary standards and protect” and a “regulatory practice that is responsive and 

fast, providing certainty to investors” as key elements of a regulatory framework that support a 

bankable investment environment. 
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The report observes that shifting the role of Government from facilitating investment to actively 

pursuing investment will be critical in supporting the prosperity of the Territory.  The Consultation 

Paper, currently, does not apply to the mining and mineral exploration industry.  However, the 

Government must consider the potential impact that implementing these measures that increase the 

cost of doing business in the Territory will have on investment decisions and long-term attractiveness.   

To encourage the growth of Industry, in line with achieving the TERC Reports aspirational goals, it is 

important that the broader Industry is supported through consistency and cost certainty. 

 

General Feedback 

AMEC has long standing objectives to reduce the cost of doing business for Australian mineral 

companies and to increase Australia’s economic growth through mineral exploration and mining.   

AMEC is supportive of the TERC Report. 

 

Environmental Reforms 

The proposed amendments to the mining Management Act 2001 and the Environmental Protection 

Act 2019 have been explicitly excluded from this process.  While we can appreciate that the purpose 

of the workshop is not to discuss the proposed amendments.  The nature of these reforms draws into 

question what will remain in DITT after the transfer of environmental approvals to the Department of 

Environment, Parks, and Water Security.  Our understanding is that that mining tenure, geotechnical 

specialist, and the Mining Remediation Fund staff within DITT will remain separate.  This must be 

clarified.  

 

Mine Management Plan 

Mine Management Plan (MMP) for exploration, mining and extractives are currently the main 

paperwork where the mining and mineral exploration industry interface with the Government.  These 

documents are the opportunity for streamlining.  In recognition of this opportunity, over the last three 

years, the three tranches of mine management plan have been gradually reformed by DITT.  AMEC 

has been highly supportive of the reforms made to mineral exploration MMPs and the drafting of the 

mining focussed MMP. 

While these documents will be reshaped by the eventual delivery of the environmental reform, the 

consultative process and outcome have been welcomed by Industry. 

Mining Tenure 

An area that will remain at DITT after the environmental reforms is the granting and management of 

mining tenure.  Industry feedback regarding the processing of mining tenure in the Northern Territory 

has been complimentary.   
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Land Area Assessment Panel 

If the parties cannot reach agreement within the 60 days regarding land access on a pastoral lease, 

DITT will refer the issue to a Land Access Assessment Panel (LAAP).  

There have been concerns raised regarding the legality of the Land Area Assessment Panel as a 

group to mediate.  From a cost point of view, the panel introduces a further delay to review the 

relevant documents and make a recommendation about access arrangements to DITT of 21 days. 

Given the nature of the Panel, the discussion is bound by the mining legislative framework.  AMEC 

strongly recommend legal advice is sought as to whether the LAAP is ultra vires of the mining 

legislative mining framework. 

Land Access on ALRA land 

An average Australian mineral exploration company spends approximately a million dollars a year on 

administration, salaries, rates, and other overheads prior to making any mineral exploration 

expenditure.  It is expensive to have an ASX listed company in Australia. 

This is why the length of waiting time on Aboriginal Land Rights Act land in the Territory remains a 

critical issue.  It takes a single year to gain access in neighbouring Western Australia on Native Title 

land.  It has historically taken up to four years to gain access to ALRA land. This means a company 

could have sequentially accessed an average of up to four different parcels of tenements before being 

allowed to step foot on one on ALRA land in the Territory.  

This is beyond the remit of the DITT and the TERC.  The ALRA is within the Commonwealth remit.  

The Land Councils are separate bodies corporate, under the jurisdiction of the Commonwealth 

Government, not the Northern Territory. 

Despite being beyond the jurisdiction of DITT, it does not mean it should not be acknowledged by the 

TERC when considering streamlining.  The time delay is a comparative competitive disadvantage, 

failure to recognise it ignores a hard reality of operating in the Territory for mineral exploration 

companies. 

Royalties 

Every single organisation paying royalties to the Territory Government has had some form of dispute 

over a royalty transaction with the Department of Treasury.  Most have involved lawyers; most have 

gone to Court. 

This is due to the complexity of the Northern Territory’s royalty regime.  Every other single royalty 

regime in Australia is structured to incentivise downstream processing and further value adding1. 

The complexity of the royalty regime means that it is difficult to work out what the royalty will cost.  

This makes it hard for a company to work out the economic return of a deposit if they do find 

 

1 Chapter 7, WA Mineral Royalty Rate Review 2015, https://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/docs/default-
source/default-document-library/mineral-royalty-rate-analysis-final-report-
0315.pdf?sfvrsn=76076e1c_6 

https://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/docs/default-source/default-document-library/mineral-royalty-rate-analysis-final-report-0315.pdf?sfvrsn=76076e1c_6
https://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/docs/default-source/default-document-library/mineral-royalty-rate-analysis-final-report-0315.pdf?sfvrsn=76076e1c_6
https://www.jtsi.wa.gov.au/docs/default-source/default-document-library/mineral-royalty-rate-analysis-final-report-0315.pdf?sfvrsn=76076e1c_6
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something once they have secured access to the land. This is critical to calculating how much debt a 

company will be able to cover and fundamentally underpins the financing of a future operation. 

To support transparency of the regulation and decision-making process, the royalty regime should be 

considered for amendment. 

AMEC considers the Northern Territory should move to an Ad Valorem system.  

Cost Recovery 

AMEC fundamentally opposes cost recovery to fund core Government functions, such as the costs 

associated with regulation.  Increased fees will undoubtedly result in unintended economic and social 

consequences, likely to include job redundancies and reduced mineral exploration activity, delaying 

the discovery of future mines.  These is substantial concern within the mineral exploration industry 

that the NT Government will introduce cost recovery measures on to mineral exploration once the 

onshore petroleum industry proposal is endorsed. 

Cost recovery should only be considered as a last resort once all other alternatives have been fully 

considered.  Alternatives relevant to the regulation of the onshore petroleum industry include 

streamlining administrative processes, removing duplication, and organisational restructuring.  

Improving processes that create delays and unnecessary costs should be explored before 

implementing across the board fee increases for cost recovery. 

 

Transparency 

An underlying issue with commenting on the regulatory reform are timeframes and costs.  Costs 

charged by Government are relatively straight forward to quantify as the Government publishes that 

data.  The cost of submitting an application is very difficult to assess.  The costs of independent 

experts, required surveys, and scientific assessments differ between projects and are to an extent 

beyond the control of Government. 

Timeframes are within the Government’s control, but they remain opaque.  How long documentation 

takes to be approved by a regulator, why it takes so long and where it spends its time being assessed 

are even harder to determine.  Tracking the path of mining and mineral exploration approvals, and 

providing meaningful statistics is a crucial first step that needs to be taken to approve the regulatory 

approvals process.  

The environmental reforms present an opportunity to establish a transparent reporting structure that 

will allow the Government an ability to collect data as to why there are delays in the approval system.  

Staffing 

To delivery timely regulation there must be sufficient capacity within a regulator to do so.  This 

capacity extends from enough people to physically complete the work in a timely manner to having 

the necessary depth of knowledge to undertake the assessment task.  An investment by the 

Government in lifting the capacity of the regulatory staff both numerically and experientially would 

lead to a considerable advantage. 
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Further consultation 

AMEC and Industry have appreciated the open and frank consultation we have been able to have 

with the Department.  The positive work done by DITT in regulatory reform by streamlining MMPs 

should not be overlooked.  We look forward to further discussion in the future.   Government must be 

clear with its intentions to ensure investment certainty. 

AMEC looks forward to further consultation with the Department. 

 

For further information contact: 

Neil van Drunen     or   Dayna O’Leary 

Director WA, SA, NT & Industrial Policy     Policy Officer 

AMEC         AMEC 

0407 057 443        08 9320 5150  


